
 

 

Arnystel 55 
The Next Generation of Console-Mount Phones for 

Factories, Plants, Ships, Railways, Roads, Tunnels etc 
 
The ARNYSTEL 55 Series of 
Telephones are suitable for 
airports, tunnels, ships, 
power stations, railways, 
roads, ships, public 
buildings, elevators & 
escalators, automatic 
barriers and many other 
applications.  
 
The ARNYSTEL 55 is one of 
a range of specialised 
telephones and is 
manufactured by Arnesys to 
exacting standards.  
 

 

               

They feature 
     *    Heavy-duty construction 
     *    Safety due to their non-metallic case & handset 
     *    Corrosion resistance 
     *    Solid State Electronics throughout 
     *    Highly reliable operation & low cost of ownership 
     *    Many options to suit your exact requirements 
 
FEATURES 
The ARNYSTEL 55 features  
             - an attractive silver enclosure, which can be console /wall or desk mounted 
             - non-mechanical detection of the presence of the handset in its stowage 
             - a very low Total Cost of Ownership with a high MTBF, low MTTR due to its 

extremely rugged construction, advanced concepts and reliable components 
             - the ability to add a variety of LEDs, beacons or hooters etc 

- electrical connections which may be brought in through the rear  
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OPTIONS  
The ARNYSTEL 55 can have a Headset instead of a Handset for extra noisy environments 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can offer a variety of Hooters/Sounders and beacons for noisy areas 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can have Time Break Recall or Last Number Re-dial keys 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can have LED Ringing Indicator 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can have Stainless Steel Cord to the handset. 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can have a Logo to customer specifications 
The ARNYSTEL 55 can be supplied in other attractive colours (consult factory) 
 
Brief Specifications 
Enclosure Material Heavy duty plastic, approx.3mm thick 
Dimensions overall 270mm high, 107mm wide, 50mm deep (including LP Handset) 
Weight Approx. 1Kg. max. depending on options 
Temperature Range -25 Deg.C to +60 Deg.C. min. 
Degree of Protection IP54 (Optional with Rear Cover) 
Relative Humidity to 95% non-condensing (Optional with Rear Cover) 
Cable Entries Via rear entry 
Handset Body Heavy duty plastic 
   "          Cord Polyurethane Curly Cord (or Armoured Cable/Metal Spiral option) 
Keys (Keypad) 12 keys (Arnystel 55-12) 

 13/14 keys (Arnystel 55-13 or 14)   OPTION 
(Hot Line / CB) no keys required (Arnystel 55-00)      OPTION 
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